
Chapter 269:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
SHADOW CLONE
Lu Yuan shared the senses of the shadow clone in the dark realm, and
he could clearly see the situation in the realm.

The two old men Li Xinghai and Siqi besieged the black-haired elf
man in the tattered cloak.

However, the strength of the black-haired elf man is obviously very
powerful. He is the same as those soul-eaters that Lu Yuan has seen
before. He is surrounded by weird, dark mist with remnants of soul,
waving his hand every time. There was a harsh scream coming out of
his long sword.

Even Lu Yuan, who was in the distance, felt a little discomfort in the
scream. The feelings of Li Xinghai and Siqi, who were facing the elf
man in front of him, might only be worse.

In other respects, Sombra can also withstand some attacks by Li
Xinghai and Master Siqi, and can even attack on its own, a bit similar
to Lu Yuan's shadow clone.

Even if it is two fights one, the black-haired elf man still looks
comfortable.

Especially with the passage of time, the consumption of the two old
men, Li Xinghai and Siqi, was greater than that of the black-haired elf
man, and their strength weakened faster.

In contrast, although the black-haired elf man's breath was
weakening, it did not come as fast as the two of them.

Moreover, the black-haired elf man possesses strange spiritual
powers like the Soul Eater holder Lu Yuan encountered before, which
is different from ordinary genetic warriors.
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Lu Yuan had some doubts that after the alienation, the strong might
not be able to use genetic weapons, or even use extraordinary
genetic warfare skills.

After all, this black-haired elf man, like the Soul Eater holders he
encountered before, did not have genetic weapons.

All his defensive methods are accomplished through the shadows.

As for why he couldn't bless genetic weapons, Lu Yuan didn't quite
understand.

His understanding of the alienation phenomenon itself is only those
he has encountered before.

Cang!

There was a sound of gold and iron, and the black long knife collided
with Li Xinghai's black long sword, and then Li Xinghai's body flew
upside down.

He exhaled slightly, squinted his eyes, and glanced at the next chess
player:

"Old guy, haven't anyone else come yet?"

Siqi's state is not very good either. He was caught by many black
shadows. At this moment, a strange black mist spilled out of his body,
and his expression was a bit painful.

He roared, the ice-blue light flashed, and the rich Longwei overflowed,
and a strand of black mist overflowed out of his body, accompanied
by a scream.

His face recovered a little, and he whispered:

"It should be coming soon, they don't have the corresponding space
charm, it will take a while to come over."



Li Xinghai exhaled slightly, looked at the elf man with cold eyes, and
said: "No matter what, you must not let him run away."

The elf man naturally heard the conversation between Li Xinghai and
Si Qi, and his blood-colored eyes carried an icy killing intent.

Although he is now gradually gaining an advantage, the advantage
does not mean victory.

It is still difficult for him to kill Li Xinghai and Siqi.

And as they fight, even the elf man himself is constantly becoming
weak, and when another war emperor comes, his situation will
become extremely bad.

Thinking of this, the elf man glanced over Li Xinghai and Siqi, a cold
color appeared in his eyes, and he stretched out his hand to tear open
the space again.

He didn't believe that in the current situation, these two humans
could still interfere with his space gap.

Seeing the elf man tearing apart the gap in space again, Li Xinghai
and Si Qi's expressions changed slightly, and at the same time they
rushed towards the elf man, and a series of powerful combat skills
attacked the elf man, intending to prevent him from escaping.

The avatar of Lu Yuan in the distance saw this scene and narrowed his
eyes again.

Through the sight of the shadow clone, his body easily grasped the
position of the space gap, and once again fluctuated the space line.

The next moment, the elven man who had just opened the gap in the
space once again felt the distortion of the space.

His face changed again, and his body instantly disappeared in place.

boom! !



The space exploded, and even the dark realm was blown out by the
distorted space.

Although the most recent elf man evaded, he was still hit by the
aftermath. After his face became pale, he coughed up a mouthful of
blood.

When Li Xinghai and Siqi in the distance saw this scene, their
expressions changed slightly, and they quickly stepped back,
avoiding the terrifying aftermath caused by the explosion of space.

The two glanced at the space gap that was slowly recovering from the
distortion, and looked at each other, looking at each other.

"what happened?"

If it was just an explosion in a gap in space, it could be attributed to an
accident, but it would be weird twice in a row.

The elf man is obviously not a fool. If he had no confidence to tear the
space and leave, he would not make such a choice twice in a row.

What's more, the elven man had already achieved this when he was
in the imperial capital.

"Someone is secretly preventing this elf man from leaving?"

Li Xinghai looked around vigilantly and gave the most likely idea.

Si Qi also squinted his eyes, glanced at his surroundings calmly, and
slowly said, "I don't know if it is an enemy or a friend."

Li Xinghai sensed the surroundings, without feeling anything, his face
was condensed: "Anyway, what he is doing now is good for us. As long
as we don't let this elf run away, it's a good thing for us."

Si Qi nodded slightly: "Yeah."

When the two communicated, the elf man obviously would not fail to
think of this.



His face changed constantly, showing a hideous expression, his eyes
swept across the dark space around him, and his hoarse voice let out
a low growl:

"Who is it?! Don't hide if you have the ability, come out!"

However, it was Li Xinghai and Siqi's attack that responded to him.

Although the auras of the two were weaker than before, they were
still strong. The combined attack caused the elf man's complexion to
change again. His figure flashed, avoiding the attack of the two, and
then counterattacked.

The battle started again. Not long after, the elven man tried to open
the space gap again, somewhat unbelieving. As a result, as soon as
the space gap was opened, the space was twisted and fluctuated
again, and then burst open.

Now the three people present are sure that there is a strong man who
has mastered the power of space is watching in secret.

For a time, the three of them felt a sinking feeling and some pressure.

For Li Xinghai and Siqi, the source of pressure is not knowing what the
ultimate goal of the strong man in secret is and why he wants to help
them.

For the elf man, the pressure is simple. Since the strong man in the
dark who has mastered the power of space does not want him to tear
the space and escape, he is obviously not in the same group with him.

Now that strong man hasn't attacked yet, but who knows that he
won't sneak attack afterwards?

The strong man with the extraordinary gene of the space system is
one of the most powerful types of sneak attacks, especially in the
dark realm, his perception ability is weaker than in the outside world.

For a while, the elf man had to reclaim some of his power to prevent
possible sneak attacks.



This allowed Li Xinghai and Siqi to once again grasp a certain degree
of initiative, forcing the elf man to retreat again and again.

boom! !

After the elf man collided with Siqi again, his body stepped back.

His face was ugly, his blood-colored eyes flashed, and he thought that
he couldn't continue like this. If he continued like this, the third or
even the fourth war emperor would appear soon.

Since you can't tear the space to escape, you can only fight for speed.

The elven man's eyes flashed and burst out with all his strength,
repulsed Li Xinghai and Siqi, and flew out of the dark realm.

He intends to leave the dark realm and run directly towards the
universe.

However, just when the elf man was about to leave the dark realm,
dozens of shadow clones appeared in succession, and one after
another, the shadow clones carried black long swords and slashed
towards the elf man.

In the eyes of the elven man, his sharp sword intent was not
particularly strong, and he barely reached the rank of war emperor,
maybe even a little bit close.

If the elf man was still in his heyday, this kind of attack would not
even have the qualifications to make him look straight.

But now his breath is much weaker than before, and dozens of dark
clones still make him feel a bit of pressure, and he has to dodge the
attack.

Li Xinghai and Si Qi, who were chasing the elven man behind, were all
stunned when they saw this scene, especially Li Xinghai's eyes
widened a little dumbfounded.



Si Qi looked at Li Xinghai beside him, and said, "I didn't expect you old
boy to still have a hand?"

Li Xinghai: "...If I'm not my clone, do you believe it?"

Si Qi was taken aback, looked at Li Xinghai in a daze, and then at the
shadow clone.

Then the corners of his mouth twitched: "Don't worry about this, don't
let this elf run away is the most important thing!"

Li Xinghai nodded and attacked again.

In the shadows of Lu Yuan's body in the distance, there were rounds
of light golden light flowing on the surface.

He used the Radiance of Saint Yao, and then used the Shadow
Kingdom with all his strength, so as to ensure that his shadow clone
was much stronger than before.

With dozens of shadow clones in a row, it should barely be able to
stop the elf man from escaping.

Lu Yuan naturally saw the elf man wanting to escape through the
shadow clone, so he thought of this idea.

This elven man didn't know what it was from, and suddenly planned
to do something against the imperial capital. He must have a clear
understanding.

Avoid any accidents when you get it.

In case there is a big boss behind this elf man, he can also prepare in
advance.

However, Lu Yuan did not use the Da Ri spirit body, lest he would be
recognized by the two elders Siqi and Li Xinghai.

After all, such a powerful shadow power and space power are already
close to the battle emperor level, which does not match the



extraordinary genes that Lu Yuan originally burned, and even if they
have various genetic weapons, they have a limit, and it is impossible
to increase them at the same time. Many aspects.

Instead of looking for various reasons to fudge, it's better to simply
stay in the dark.

If you are strong enough in the future, you don't need to care about
this issue, and now I'll talk about it later.

In the dark realm, Lu Yuan's clone followed Li Xinghai and Si Qi to
besiege the elf man.

Because Lu Yuan's clone only needs enough spiritual power to
condense, and Lu Yuan itself can absorb spiritual crystals to quickly
restore spiritual power, and the spiritual power is almost infinite, and
he is not afraid of the consumption of the shadow clone.

All the shadow clones rushed to the elf man without fear of death, and
could even block the attack of the elf man with their bodies.

Then a new shadow clone appeared and continued to besiege the elf
man.

Although in terms of individual strength, the shadow clone is far
inferior to Li Xinghai and Si Qi, but the undaunted and endless
appearance made Li Xinghai and Si Qi a little scalp.

Even the elf man roared again and again, with anger and aggrieved
eyes in his ** eyes, he was actually blocked by a group of clones!

Moreover, the appearance of these avatars is not afraid of death, so
that his power consumption has been greatly improved compared
with the previous battle.

Even these avatars will help Li Xinghai and Siqi resist attacks,
allowing Li Xinghai and Siqi to attack unscrupulously, making him
even more stressed.



With the addition of the shadow clone, it didn't take long for Li Xinghai
and Siqi to gradually suppress the elf man, and new wounds began to
appear on his body again.

The elven man roared again and again, but it was difficult to escape.
He wanted to tear the space to escape and was blown apart by the
space. He wanted to leave the dark realm and was dragged by
shadow clones desperately.

Li Xinghai and Si Qi saw the roaring elf man, and gradually became
happy. It won't take long for them to keep the elf man behind.

At this moment, the shadow clone suddenly turned into a black mist
and dissipated without a trace.

Because the shadow clone disappeared too fast, whether it was the
elf man, Li Xinghai and Siqi, they all froze, a little unresponsive.

Then a trace of joy appeared on the pale face of the elf man, and he
hurriedly ran out of the dark realm.

At this moment, a figure rushed into the dark realm and saw the elven
man rushing over. There was a white flame flowing around his body,
the flame roared, turned into a white firebird, and rushed towards the
elven man.

The elf man was caught off guard, was hit by the firebird, and flew out
screaming, showing signs of scorching black on his body.

Li Xinghai and Siqi looked at the incoming person.

It was an old man with white hair, wearing a white robe, but a sturdy
figure supporting the robe.

The White Devil War Emperor, Rafael Harold.

Seeing the white demon war emperor coming, Li Xinghai and Si Qi
both showed a smile on their faces, turning their heads to look at the
elf man, their faces cold.



When the elf man saw this, his face was completely ugly.

…………

Outside the dark realm, Lu Yuan hid in the shadows. After seeing the
White Demon War Emperor coming over, he immediately dissipated
the Glory of the Holy Light and the Shadow Realm so as not to be
discovered.

After all, Father Raphael is not in the dark realm, and he can definitely
feel the abnormal fluctuations.

And there is old man Rafael coming over~www.mtlnovel.com~ plus
the old Li Xinghai and old man Siqi, if you want to clean up an already
injured elf man, there should be no problem.

Of course, Lu Yuan intends to stay here as long as the dust settles
before leaving, so as to prevent the elf man from tearing apart the
space and fleeing again.

Before long, there was a violent roar in the dark realm, the dark realm
was shattered, Li Xinghai's face was pale, and a mouthful of blood
spurted out of his mouth.

Siqi on the side and Rafael who had just arrived are also pale, with a
lot of wounds on their bodies, and their breath is much weaker than
before.

Not far from them, groups of remnant souls screamed and spilled,
and the body of the elf man gradually turned into a cloud of black mist,
and the vitality was completely dissipated.

Lu Yuan, who was hiding in the shadows, frowned slightly and looked
at the black mist that was gradually dissipating. He didn't expect the
elf man to see that he couldn't escape, so he committed suicide.

I don’t know if the three elders have discovered anything. I wonder if
this elven man is the master behind the scenes of Soul Eater?

Have you found out the origin of this elf man?
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